PeopleCert’s Exclusive Membership Programme

THE BEST PRACTICE COMMUNITY THAT’S ALL ABOUT YOU
Join us at MyAxelos, where we’re turning learning into a lifetime adventure!

Activate your lifelong learning journey with MyAxelos. MyAxelos offers a comprehensive suite of services that extends beyond traditional learning boundaries, by helping professionals infuse everyday work life with increased value, equipping you with the skills to excel and thrive in your chosen profession.

Take your first step into continuing professional development with MyAxelos!

Key MyAxelos benefits!

Keep Your Certifications Current
Sustain your certification(s) lifespan by gaining Continuing Professional Development (CPD) points for everyday activities that you perform in your professional life through your annual MyAxelos membership.

Harness the Power of Digital Badges
Show off your achievements and newly acquired skills to current and potential employers and share them with your online communities through digital badges.

Skill up with Professional Resources
Achieve the best outcomes by tapping into our library of easy-to-use, best practice templates, tools, job profiles and guidance developed by the authors of ITSM and Project Management Frameworks.

Excel with ITIL® 4 Practice Guides
ITSM professionals can apply what they’ve learned through the 35 updated ITIL 4 Practice Guides, in addition you can attend the corresponding Masterclass webinars and start implementing these best practices and thrive in your role.
Connect with Webinars
Our webinars are designed to engage, explore and elevate your understanding of our best practice frameworks through real-world examples, interaction and discussion. Join our growing community, connect with your peers, learn from industry experts and earn Continuing Professional Development (CPD) points at the same time!

Enhance decision-making with Reports and Case Studies
Accelerate your decision-making process in digital governance and transformation through exploration of our collection of industry research, reports and real-life case studies.

Be ‘in the know’ with Articles & Blogs
MyAxelos is always growing, members can benefit from finding out the latest industry news, product developments and launches through member bulletins. In addition, our articles cover a variety of relevant topics from Market Trends, Expert Interviews, Soft Skills and Professional Development, all designed with you in mind as you continue on your learning journey.

Prepare with Learning & Exam Resources
Put your best foot forward with your perfect exam companion, MyAxelos. Find Exam Tips & Tricks, Video Tutorials, Glossaries, Quick Reference Guides alongside everything else you might need to support you as you discover new learning paths, frameworks, certifications and training opportunities.
Join 10,000+ members today!
https://www.axelos.com/for-professionals/my-axelos